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I

n last issue’s Editor’s Notes I mentioned Bob Green, the typewriter tech
in Amherst, Mass. who owed thousands
in back rent and was probably going to
lose his business. Well, he didn’t! Some
friends of his put out a call for donations,
and over $10,000 came in to save him.
It shows you that a small businessman
working in an “obsolete” ield can generate a lot of good will.
±
Typewriters have been in the news
recently. The New York Times Style section ran a story about the revived interest in manual typewriters, and many
media published stories about “the end
of typewriter production.” More accurately, Godrej & Boyce stopped making manual oice typewriters in India
in 2009 and is selling of the remaining
inventory—but some small Chinese factories are making manual portables, and
several companies make electronic daisywheel typewriters. I wonder when the
truly last typewriter will be made.
±

There has also been an explosion of
activity in the typosphere, the world
of typewriter-related blogs (see typosphere.net). I especially recommend
Robert Messenger’s blog at oztypewriter.blogspot.com. As our readers
know, Robert has a gift for uncovering
fascinating facts, and on his blog he has
published many stories that are sure to
interest you—particularly about the social history of typewriters and the personalities of their inventors and users.
±
I expect you’ve seen this photo of
young Lillian Sholes at the Type Writer,
but you may not have seen this news photo dated Nov. 5, 1939. The caption reads:
“New York, N.Y.—Mrs. Charles Fortier
of Milwaukee, age 82, daughter of the
inventor of the typewriter, C. Latham
Sholes, and herself the irst woman ever
to use the typewriter, as she appeared
operating the original inventor’s model
at the Hotel Biltmore today, where she
gave a press interview. She is here to be
the guest of the New York League of
Business and Professional Women at its
meeting celebrating 100 years of women’s progress. Mrs. Fortier wrote on this
machine more than 60 years ago.”
±
Sadly, Franz Meyer has died at age 73.
He was the discoverer of the Thebau (issue 85) and a kind and generous man.

(and made in!)

Rarities in Cologne
^

Thanks to Uwe Breker of Auktion
Team Breker in Cologne for these photos
of four rare typewriters from his May 8
auction. Clockwise from top: a Thürey,
one of the most eccentric designs manufactured in the twentieth century (Cologne,
1909-191); a Graphic index machine; a
Pocket Type Writer (see ETCetera #77),
and a McCool. Show these photos to your
uninitiated friends who assume that all
old typewriters look the same!
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Update on Crandall’s International
by Flavio Mantelli

Figure 1. The earliest International typewriter known.

L

ucien Stephen Crandall, proliic
American inventor who was born in
1844 and died in 1910, is mostly known by
typewriter historians and collectors today
for the type-sleeve machine (irst patented
in 1881) bearing his own name. However,
his irst attempt in the typewriter market
was made a few years earlier, with an unusual design patented in 1875 consisting
of a curved-keyboard upstroke model with
six characters on each typebar. While very
little is known about this machine that
probably never let the drawing board, the
following type-sleeve design became one
of the most famous typewriters around,
featuring the irst interchangeable typecylinder in history and being considered
by collectors today one of the most beautiful models ever produced, with its rich
Victorian decorations and mother-of-pearl
inlays in the improved model. However,
the type-sleeve machine is not the only
Crandall typewriter that actually reached
the market. In fact, he later patented and
marketed a completely diferent upstroke
keyboard design that was produced in Parish, New York and sold under the name
“International.”
It is unclear why Crandall moved back
to an upstroke design and produced this
completely diferent new machine; how-
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ever, it seems like it could be the result of
a patent litigation with Densmore (story,
p. 6) that pushed him to establish a new
company and begin the manufacture of a
new design of his own. What we certainly
know is that Lucien Crandall decided to
produce a full double-keyboard model
and a shit-key model of the International
and ofered both at the same price of $100,
at the buyer’s choice. However, other than
this little information obtained directly
from advertisements of the time, some
misinformation has been perpetuated by
typewriter literature on the International,
which is such a rare machine today that
very few details of the actual diferences
in the single- and double-keyboard models have been shown. his brief report is an
attempt to correct some information on
the International typewriter and a unique
opportunity to show details of the two
diferent models produced … or rather,
the four diferent models produced!
he confusion on Crandall’s International probably started from the patent
search for Crandall’s inventions. It has
been reported so far that the International was patented by Crandall in 1889. his,
however, is only partially correct: US patent #414,296 of November 5, 1889 is indeed an upstroke design by Lucien Cran-

dall describing some of the features that
we ind today on the International (e.g.
the radial typebar slots and the rotating
typebasket); however, the actual patents
for the International were not granted
before 1893, with four patents issued
on November 28 (#509,720; #509,793;
#509,794; #509,795). A irst hint of the
true story behind the International can be
found in Ernst Martin’s book, where he
indicates a irst model of 1889 with only
28 keys and double shit (with features
seen in the 1889 patent description), a
second model of 1893 with four-row keyboard and single shit, and a third model
with six-row keyboard and no shit.
No specimens of the 28-key 1889
model are known today, and probably this
design was never produced. In fact, as we
can read in the patent speciications, rather than patenting the design for a whole
new typewriter, Crandall’s intention was
to patent an improvement by “a means of
more perfect alignment” in the design of
all the “typewriters in which the types are
placed on the free ends of a series of typebars arranged in a circle,” where “the typebars from various causes become loosened
and so deliver their impressions erratically,
making the letters of words to appear out
of alignment.” Moreover, Crandall ap-

Figure . The rotating front-to-rear ribbon (left) as compared to the stationary ribbon (right).

plied for the patent as early as 1886, and
it is just normal that he tried to improve
the design before the patent was granted
in 1889.
he complete new design was patented
exactly four years later, in November 1893.
However, contrary to previous literature,
there is evidence from International advertisements suggesting that a irst version of
the actual shit-keyboard production machine was completed as early as November
1889, while the inal versions of both the
shit-keyboard and double-keyboard machine were completed and sold by 1892.
It is interesting to note that the machine
pictured in the 1893 patents is the full sixrow keyboard model; probably Crandall
believed that his earlier 1889 patent covered all the novel features of his shit-keyboard model, and it is plausible that he did
not apply for a whole new patent to avoid
unnecessary costs. However, soon ater he
started manufacturing the improved inal
version, he realized he needed to cover it
with a new patent, which was granted in
1893. he main diference between the
1889 machine and the 1892 machine was
the ribbon mechanism: the 1889 model
was equipped with a front-to-rear rotating
ribbon mechanism “adapted to feed the
ribbon longitudinally and at the same time
laterally, so that the printing line will be
directly across the ribbon.” What is interesting about this ribbon mechanism is not
only that it is unique to this novel Crandall design, but also that it is not found on
any of the International typewriters pictured in typewriter literature and auction
catalogues so far! he only hint of this
ribbon mechanism comes from ads dating from 1889 to 1890, showing a lower-

decorated shit-key International with a
ribbon spool in front of the carriage. On
the other hand, the improved 1893 ribbon mechanism, featured by all the (very
few) surviving International typewriters
known to date—either single- or doublekeyboard—is a much less complicated
transverse lat ribbon that mounts on
two pieces of metal on either side of the
carriage and moves along with it. When
the carriage is returned the whole ribbon
moves up a space so that the next line uses
fresh ribbon. When the carriage is lited
up, the ribbon comes along with it, making it basically stationary except for the upand-down travel. his happens constantly,
but there is no real ribbon drive mechanism.
Although the “rotating” ribbon can be
seen in several drawings from old ads, the
“stationary” ribbon is the only one actually seen so far on surviving specimens of
the International typewriter. However, if
there were ads for the machine with the
rotating ribbon, it was certainly produced

in some numbers. hanks to the pictures
of an early International shown here for
the irst time (Figure 1) we can inally conirm that it was produced, but most probably it was simply too clumsy and complicated, and it was replaced with the easier
“stationary” ribbon in 1892 (Figure 2).
he early machine shown here is a
single-keyboard shit-key model, with no
serial number and no decorations or other
markings. Among the twelve known Internationals, this specimen is the only one
featuring the front-to-rear ribbon rotating when the carriage advances (Figure
3). Since it has no serial number it is not
easy to date it precisely; however, there are
several hints suggesting it is an early specimen. First of all, the nuts on the ribbon
spools are the very same nuts found on
the earlier Crandall type-sleeve model’s
ribbon spools. Moreover, the machine
features several characteristics of early
manufacture that probably make it a preproduction model. In line with this hypothesis, not only do all the other known
Internationals have a serial number, but
this presumed early shit-key model features a unique characteristic: it has bentwire links for the typebars (Figure 4, next
page). hese kind of typebar links are a
hallmark of early manufacture, where a
link could be easily lengthened to accommodate the required length and possibly
before all the bugs were worked out. his
sort of link would not have been used in
an actual production machine. Moreover,
from what we can see in the 1889-1890
ads, production machines were beautifully
decorated while this specimen is not.

Figure . The front-to-rear ribbon rotating when the carriage advances.
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the space-bar and side panels with beautiful cutouts. Based on the serial numbers
of surviving specimens, production of
the double-keyboard model lasted longer,
and a number of machines with round
metal-ring keytops instead of the solid
octagonal keytops were sold before the
end of production. It is possible that only
the double-keyboard model was upgraded
with the ring keytops because it was better
designed than the shit-key model. In fact,
as compared to most shit-key machines,
where each typebar carries two characters,
on the International there is a separate
typebar
for each character (making a very
Figure 4. Bent-wire typebar links in the precrowded
type basket!), so that each key
production shift-key model.
controls two typebars: when the shit key
In summary, from the surviving In- is pressed, the entire type basket moves to
ternational typewriters known today we the side, bringing the proper typebar into
can say with conidence that sometime place. All this complication was not needbetween 1889 and 1890 the irst batch of ed on the double-keyboard design, which,
machines was assembled, with a rotating therefore, probably functioned and sold
front-to-rear mechanism driving the rib- better. Despite all the eforts and improvebon that was soon replaced by an easier ments made, however, not too many Intermechanism. In fact, in 1892, an improved national typewriters were produced and
single-keyboard model with 38 keys plus the machine is very rare today, probably
the spacebar and a shit-key, and a new because, as he Phonographic World of
double-keyboard model with 73 keys plus New York once wrote, “Lucien Crandall’s
the spacebar were ofered by Crandall’s typewriters, the International and the
company in Parish, New York (Figure 5). Crandall, have led to the invention by stehe shit-key model had a large decal with nographers of more swear-words than all
the name on the front panel, while the full the other typewriters combined!” ±
keyboard model had the name stamped on
New York Times, July 1, 1890

The Phonographic World, September 1891
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189 advertisement

Figure . The diferent International models known. Clockwise from top left: early model with bent-wire links and rotating ribbon mechanism; shift-key
model with solid square keytops; early double-keyboard model with solid octagonal keytops; late double-keyboard model with metal ring keytops.

Surviving International Typewriters
Model

Keyboard

Keytops

Ser. #

Collection

International 1a

Shift model 4-row

square keytops

no ser.

Flavio Mantelli

International 1b
International 1b

Shift model 4-row
Shift model 4-row

square keytops
square keytops

2517
2660

Dennis Clark
Milwaukee Public Museum

International 2a
International 2a
International 2a
International 2a
International 2a

Double keyboard 6-row
Double keyboard 6-row
Double keyboard 6-row
Double keyboard 6-row
Double keyboard 6-row

octagonal keytops
octagonal keytops
octagonal keytops
octagonal keytops
octagonal keytops

3105
3117
3201
3219
3264

Uwe Breker
Hans Barbian
Tony Casillo
Tom Russo
Reinmar Wochinz (ex OHA)

International 2b
International 2b
International 2b
International 2b

Double keyboard 6-row
Double keyboard 6-row
Double keyboard 6-row
Double keyboard 6-row

ring keytops
ring keytops
ring keytops
ring keytops

3540
3739
3758
3998

Dennis Clark
Milwaukee Public Museum
Breker auction 11-2008 (ex OHA)
Breker auction 05-2008 (ex OHA)
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Book Reviews

Robert Messenger’s
he Magniicent 5
And 250 Other Great hings
About Portable Typewriters

O

ne of the latest volumes that must
ind its way to every collector’s book
shelf is that volume named and authored
as indicated above. his book is written
by the more than capable, more than entertaining and more than knowledgeable
Robert Messenger, himself curator and
founder of the Australian Typewriter Museum, Canberra, Australia.
Right from the start, which is to say
following a very well written introduction
by the Hon. Richard Amery, MP, also a
collector and friend both of Mr. Messenger and of many collectors everywhere,
the author makes it clear that this book
is intended to be quite diferent from any
of those yet published. In this, Mr. Messenger is both most assuredly correct, and
in fact unique in his light-hearted but very
informational approach to presenting interesting facts and comparisons concerning portables in ways not seen or tried in
print before. Indeed, this book is perhaps
the irst on my shelf that really truly embraces both the fact that true collecting is
by nature very in-depth and crowded with
detail and the fact that all hobbies are supposed to be fun. With this book, Robert
Messenger makes it all right to be open
about having fun with collecting and re-
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searching typewriters.
Having established that environment
for this volume, with the help of bold,
sharp graphics presented in a quite modern way, and page layouts that break out of
the old traditions of collector books into
something quite visually new and stimulating, Mr. Messenger actually provides a
very great amount of historical detail and
information of use to collectors and typists. As a matter of fact, the light-hearted
approach taken by the volume could make
the reader forget how much he or she is
learning about the subject while reading
it—which by the end of the book turns
out to be a great deal.
his book is a great addition to any established collector’s shelf, but would also
be just perfect as a irst-ever book for a
brand new collector. Any new collector,
seeing the variety of machines, the variety
of approaches to those machines both historically and mechanically, and the variety
of ephemera presented in the book, would
surely be as interested as any of the older
collectors (like myself) who started with
Beeching, with Adler, or with Rehr. What
might set this book ahead of others available now is in fact its modernity of presentation; this surely will appeal to younger
collectors better than some of the old collector books, or trade-based volumes like
G.C. Mares’ work. For this point, given
his relative non-youthfulness (albeit in
digits assigned to age only) Robert Messenger deserves special merit for bridging
the generation gap. While Messenger‘s
experience as a journalist certainly cannot have hurt the efort toward this end,
simple experience in writing and editing
cannot account for the overall fresh tone,
approach and layout.
I myself would highly recommend every collector obtain this book and add it
to his or her permanent collection. While
it is not the encyclopedic sort of work collectors’ books have been in the past, we
certainly have enough of those available
(as well as the internet) and so for a new
book to be desirable it must either be more
complete, or else completely diferent; it
is this second, perhaps more diicult to
achieve appellation that he Magniicent 5
has earned.
Will Davis

Jett Morton’s
he Oliver Typewriter Co.,
Machines and History

T

he internet and scattered sources
abound with information about the
greatest three bank (portable) type writer
ever made—he Oliver.1 But gathering
and accessing the information takes you
on a scavenger hunt, both real and virtual,
that can leave a lot of gaps in your knowledge. However, with the publication of Jett
Morton’s he Oliver Typewriter Co., Machines
and History (MMXI, Lulu Press, Raleigh,
North Carolina, $19.95), much of that information can now be found in a compact and
easily accessible handbook of Oliver essentials for what is possibly the irst time since
the invention of the Oliver. You now have
before you as complete and accurate a history
of the company and machine to be found
anywhere that this writer and aicionado is
aware of, and far more complete than in most
other published sources that give the Oliver
only cursory treatment. his is true even of
the ine sources referenced in Morton’s bibliography. Moreover, I don’t know of any
sources outside of Morton’s that have tried to
collect information on all models of Oliver
portables produced abroad. Oliver portables
were produced under British license, apparently, all over Europe, from Germany (by
Sauer and Suhl) to Italy (by S.I.M., makers of
the Augusta), and seemed to mimic in design
everything from the Royal OT to the Corona
Four. he variations in such machines even
stunned me ... and I’m not easily stunned!
1. Yes, I consider the Oliver a “portable,” and if you
disagree you are free to write me and we can discuss
it. And, yes, ‘type writer’ is still the proper spelling
of the generic token for the type, type writer.

In fact, all the basic information that a beginning collector needs to amass his Oliver
armory is here with much that will even surprise the veteran collector, even those who
are not easily stunned.
One surprise that touched me was to ind
the obituary of homas Oliver included in
the text. It provided me with some hitherto
unknown information about the inventor
of my favorite type writer. homas Oliver
was, apparently, a multi-faceted inventor
who made contributions to such diverse
industries as photography and agriculture.
Another surprise was the extensive listing
of European-made, and made for export,
Olivers apart from the British-made and
licensed portables. here is also the great
convenience of having the complete table of
Oliver serial numbers at hand for those times
when you can’t gain access to the same on the
internet (when you are antiquing in the provinces, for example). Also included is the text
of homas Oliver’s 1891 patent with drawings for his irst model type writer, which
never saw production. As far as I can tell, Jett
covers every domestic and foreign model produced, by either the Chicago-based company
or its European heirs and successors. For
example, have you ever heard of the Czech
Oliver, the Jwic? Well, Jett covers it! (Heck,
I can’t even pronounce the name!) Maybe
you knew that the Courier was the Austrian
Oliver, but did you know there was an Oliver
Stolzenberg? Well, now you do, you can
read about it in Jett’s book. (I’m surprised
there wasn’t an Oliver Bismarck, or Oliver
Hohenzollern, for that matter!) Jett also includes descriptions and photographs of any
number of Oliver accessories, like dust covers, typing tables, metal covers, ribbon tins,
cleaning kits, the unique pencil attachment,
and magazine ads. For further reading there
is a two-page bibliography of sources, both
on and of line, for Oliver information.
Now, to my mind, what makes this work
truly impressive is that our author is only ifteen years old! I can’t get my own college-age
students (whom I oten refer to as “turnips,”
since turnips display more intellectual activity) to write understandable sentences, let
alone a work the length of Jett’s book, or even
a work as well researched. his work is well
worth the asking price of $19.95.
Now, no book review would be complete unless the reviewer ofered some of his
thoughts for improving the reviewed work.
And I’m sure that Jett’s book is only going
to improve dramatically in the coming years,
especially as demand for it increases with the
public’s awareness of the advantages of the

incomparable Oliver Type Writer! I have
three suggestions to make to the author.
Firstly, Jett oten mentions that sources
difer on certain points of information and
serial numbering. But he doesn’t provide a
link to any of the sources in the bibliography
for the reader to follow. So, for one, it would
be nice if we can see in future editions footnotes that link textual information to the
bibliography. In fact, as I tell my students,
nothing should appear in the bibliography
that isn’t footnoted in the text. I’m incredibly curious, for example, about where the
homas Oliver obituary comes from. I’d love
to be able to track it down, so a footnote here
would be just the thing for the curious reader.
Secondly, collectors and non-collectors
are understandably curious about the values of their machines, and unlike coins and
used cars, there’s no blue book of values for
type writers. Jett tries to ill this need by offering suggestions as to possible prices on a
great many machines. On any number of
rarities, he does exactly what he should do,
say that there’s just not enough information
to make even a guess. My own preference
in this would be not to list prices at all unless one simply reported the values of actual
sales from auctions or eBay. Even there, one
can see wild luctuations in price. I paid $30
for my favorite Oliver 9, and just this month
(March MMXI) saw an inferior, rusty no. 9
fetch $400. Both machines were eBay sales.
I had this same criticism of Michael Adler’s
book Antique Typewriters (1997, Schifer
Press, Atglen, Penna.). He and I even had
correspondence on this issue. Adler told me
that he didn’t want to include prices in the
book for the very reasons I mentioned, but
he gave in to the demands of the publisher.
So I suspect that this is also why Russo includes prices in his book, which comes from
the same publisher. Additionally, one should
consider that Darryl Rehr’s book—a source
Jett uses for prices—as well as Adler’s, is now
14 years old. Inlation alone would make
trusting these sources for accurate pricing
suspect, apart from the volatility of the type
writer market itself. Since Jett is certainly
not under the pressure of Schifer Press (although it’s not unlikely that he may be at
some point!) I would ofer my humble advice
to be much more sparing in the ofering of
price guides. Perhaps in works like these one
should quote only the highest and lowest
prices for which there are records for a given
machine and let it go at that.
hirdly, I think a book like this could
beneit from information on the operation of

the Oliver for the novice, things like where
to ind the watch-a-ma-call-it that does the
thing-a-ma-jig. Not that one has to be an
Oliver mechanic, but some information on
the nature of the basic controls would be
nice: carriage release, margin sets, tab settings, ribbon reverse and installation, etc.
None of that is obvious on the Oliver for
those familiar with more modern machines.
Of course, I realize Jett intended this to be
a book on history and variants, and such information as I’m suggesting here could be out
of place. To include it would obviously call
for an expanded edition—ambitious, but doable.
Finally, I would remind Jett as he prepares
to look around for colleges, that western
Pennsylvania has many ine institutions, and
even one where he can ind a faculty member
who collects type writers ... And Olivers!
Martin A. Rice, Jr., Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Philosophy
he University of Pittsburgh, Johnstown
±
Congratulations to Jett and Robert on
their original contributions to typewriter
literature. he Oliver Typewriter Co. can be
purchased on lulu.com, and he Magniicent
5 can be ordered from its author at
oztypewriter@hotmail.com.—Ed.
Which do you like better?
This Tower Chieftain (=Smith-Corona
Skyriter) as found, or after your editor
stripped the paint from the top and
repainted the body?
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Ephemera

by Peter Weil

T

here it was in 1876 on Broadway in
New York City, the beginning of it all,
the irst commercial store that our ancestors could visit to see, touch, and purchase a
typewriter. More accurately, this was a place
to purchase he Type Writer, for there were
none others fully on the market and only it
was available in a specialized brick-and-mortar store from which it was being marketed.
As we can see, it was a spectacular place, with
employees demonstrating the machines right
there in the front windows to dazzle the intentional visitor and the casual passers by.
he Sholes and Glidden design, modiied
and manufactured by the Remington Arms’
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Sewing Machine Co., was
retailed to the buying
public and wholesaled to
agents by Densmore, Yost,
and Co.1 he store was the
irst on what became New
York’s “typewriter row,”2
locations of either “home
oices” or “general agencies” of the large majority
of America’s typewriter
companies and of several
European typewriter companies selling in
the U.S. By 1912, thirty-six years later, the
development of Remington models and the
success of its marketers resulted in the headquarters being located nearby in this large
building, at 327-331 Broadway.3
Ater each typewriter was manufactured,
the second step in its biography was its being
sold through a variety of organizations to its
user in an oice or home. he size of the manufacturer, its success, and its own perceptions
of its market resulted in much of this variation amongst diferent companies and, oten,
within the history of a given maker. Larger
companies tended to designate their home
oice as just that, or as their “general oice.”
his oice then set up and backed “branch
oices” within the U.S. and other “general
oices” by country (e.g. Mexico) or region
(e.g. Europe). he arrangements between the
home oice and the branch oices varied.
. From Asher and Adams’ Pictorial Album of American
Industry, New York, 876, p. 6. he page almost surely was paid for by Densmore and Yost, the then-distributor and holder of the ownership of the machine.
. See Michael A. Brown’s 003 Typewriter Row for a
complete history of this center of typewriter marketing.
3. Unless otherwise indicated, all images are from the
author’s collection.

Branch oices tended to be microcosms of
the senior level, having both retail and wholesale functions. Both levels included sales oficials and salesmen, all of whom tended to be
given quotas by year, quarter, and/or month.
Beyond these entities there were “agents.”4
For large companies, agents were salespeople
who were designated by either the general ofice or a branch oice and assigned a speciic
territory that could range in size from a single
urban area to counties and whole states. In
the latter case, there usually were no branch
oices in the state. Small companies, such as
the American Typewriter Co., usually had
only a home oice and designated agents. At
least half of these never sold from a specialized brick-and-mortar typewriter store.5 And
some small companies, such as the Crandall
Machine Co., became direct distributors to
the public, eliminating all agents and other
forms of representation beyond the home ofice. he following photographs, primarily
. Some companies, such as Tower in Boston, at times
designated themselves as “general agent” for a manufacturer—in Tower’s case, Franklin. he term “agent”
as used in the text applies to a much lower-level, on the
ground marketer.
. For other discussions by me of typewriter salesmen
and agents in ETCetera, see no. 76 (December, 006),
pp. 8-9 on business cards and no. 8 (June, 008), p. 8
on a salesman for the Oliver oice in St. Louis.

of branch oices,6 are presented to provide
us with a greater sense of this critical second
stage in the biographies of most typewriters,
on their way to becoming part of the oices
and homes of their irst owners.7
It is itting that, for our second view of a
typewriter store, we turn to a major branch
oice of the American Writing Machine Co.,
makers of the second successful typewriter,
the Caligraph. 8 his Philadelphia store at 612
Chestnut St. had only just opened in 1891,
when these two images (p. 10 bottom) were
made.9 he Victorian interior image includes
the newest version of the #3.

Yost and Smith Premier both were introduced in 1889, and their stores relected their
success. he irst image (above) is of the interior of the Yost branch oice in Chicago in
189410 where they were selling the Yost #1.
he second reminds us of the importance of
the European market for American manufacturers in the form of Yost’s “agency oice” in
Paris at 130 Rue Réaumur in 1904, at a time
when their star machine was the new #10.11
In the Smith Premier image taken in about
1897, we ind the employees of the Omaha,
Nebraska branch oice arrayed in front of the
building at 17th and Farnam Streets.12
6. A few other external views of branch and other
typewriter sales oices, including the one for Oliver in
San Francisco in 906, are presented in ETCetera no.
89 (March, 00), pp. 6-8.
7. I wish to express my appreciation to the following
for their assistance and ideas in preparing this column: Bert Kerschbaumer, Alan Seaver, Paul Robert,
Mike Brown, Al Muchka, and Cornelia Weil.
8. Both images from Stenographer’s Magazine, vol. ,
no. 8, December, 89.
9. Note that the name on the sign is misspelled, with
a “T” being substituted for the “L”. his anomaly,
irst noted by Alan Seaver, is also found on the vertical front area of the key lever cover on some surviving
Caligraph #’s and #3’s, so it apparently was an intentional spelling that was perhaps intended to add to the
identity of this dealer. Note also that the location is
not the branch’s irst location in the city and that the
building was originally constructed as a hotel in 80.
0. Published in National Stenographer, 89. Alan
Seaver collection.
. Bert Kerschbaumer collection.
. his type of employee group image in front of the
store was a fairly common form of occupational photograph until higher ilm speeds and artiicial lighting
appeared ater 98. hese changes facilitated more
interior shots.

Hammond, introduced in 1884, combined
several marketing strategies, most importantly teaming up with stenographic schools
to teach typing and sell the Ideal keyboard—
and the company also created branch oices.
his one (below) was photographed about
1900 in Philadelphia, and it is located at the
branch’s second location, 33 and 35 South
10th St. Both Ideal and Universal keyboard
#2 models are displayed in what was a clearly
up to date, electriied oice. As was typical in

branch oices by this time, the sales area is in
the front, with the business and cashier’s section in the back.13
By 1903, when Blickensderfer introduced
its Electric model, the company, like Yost and
others, saw the UK as a major part of its market. In this image from a real photographic
postcard, we ind the general oices of Blickensderfer Typewriter Co., Ltd., a British
company, at 9 & 10 Cheapside in London,
touting their newest machine as well as other
models.14
3. his original photograph was discovered and irst
researched by Mike Brown, and is now part of the author’s collection.
. Bert Kerschbaumer collection.
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Oliver, a company later famous for abandoning the elaborate bricks-and-mortar approach to marketing and shiting to independent agents and direct sales from its home
oice in Chicago, originally created an elaborate system of retail sales including branch ofices. hese were each guided by the Chicago
home oice, in part through structured sales
competitions and awards meetings, the results of which were regularly reported in the
company’s house organ, he Oliver Bulletin.
his 1906 image of the exterior of a major
city branch oice in Baltimore (109 E. Baltimore St. or 200 N. Liberty St.) was published
in the Bulletin.15
A strong parallel to the pre-war style of
the Baltimore Oliver store can be seen in
this Remington branch oice at 139 Temple
St., New Haven, Connecticut, in the 1913
to 1915 period. However, in this case, some
of the sales employees have joined what is
likely a branch-level or higher manager in his
1912-1913 Hupmobile Touring Model D to
be photographed, probably before delivering
the Remington #11 Special, Smith-Premier
#10, and Monarch #3 to their buyers.16 hese
salesmen and their superior appear together
in their dashing “boater” straw hats, perhaps
a fashion indicator of their identity with
Remington.
In the same universe as these branch ofices and their employees, but usually remote
from these stores, were the agents. Here we
ind an agent for Royal, Joseph L. Brookly,17
in a small facility in Brookville, Indiana,
in April, 1909. He primarily is selling new
Royal Standard latbed machines, with his
display including the instruction manuals for
them. He also has an Oliver #3 and a Mon. he Oliver Bulletin, November 0, 906, p. 8.
6. he owner and driver of the Hupmobile is probably a manager. he price of the car, $70 in 9-3
($,000 in today’s money), was beyond the incomes
of most salesmen at the time.
7. his is the best reading of the two signs in the image that I could make.
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arch, which are probably used or trade-in machines. he whole arrangement of the space
has a temporary look, including the hand-lettered Royal banner. While the photograph
may be documenting the beginnings of a
bricks-and-mortar store for Mr. Brookly’s
endeavor, I suspect that it commemorates a
temporary, special selling event by a traveling
agent. If so, it is an interesting sales strategy
that we have little data on.

As the war in Europe developed, other bellicose events were of great interest in the U.S.,
especially the revolution in Mexico. his was
paralleled by the growing importance of portable typewriters in news coverage of military activity. Highlighting the portability of
its main product, the model 3, the Corona
branch oice in San Francisco in 1916 devoted one store window to celebrating the work
of a newspaperman who covered the U.S.
pursuit of Villa into Mexico using his Corona
#3 on a portable folding tripod desk to create

the story in the newspaper to the right; the
area around the image of the reporter is decorated with a sand loor, cactuses, lizards and
snakes to simulate the conditions of northern
Mexico.18

Meanwhile, in the same year, in England,
which was already involved in the war, a new
oice of the now all-British Bar-Lock company opened its newest store in Manchester
at 39 Princess St. (next page, top let). One can
see typewriters, probably the #15, in the windows and one on the cart. In an interior view
(not reproduced here), the salespeople seen
are all women, representing a new role for
them that itself was the product of the war.19
8. Typewriter Topics, July, 96, p. 7. Bert Kerschbaumer collection. his display foreshadowed the
heavy use of the Corona #3 and its folding tripod during the World War by both reporters and the military
ater the U.S. entered in 97.
9. Both images from Typewriter Topics, August, 96,
pp. 30-3; Bert Kerschbaumer collection.

he end of WWI and the irst decade ater
it brought a new expansion of the marketing
of American typewriters in Europe. his is
a large and successful Royal distributorship
in Warsaw, in the 1926 to 1929 period. he
company focused on #10 and portable models and decorated the store with Royal posters that today are regarded as highly desirable
examples of graphic art.

his boom period was followed
by the Depression
in North America
and Europe and
war, most directly
beginning in 1939
in the same country as that of the
Royal dealer. he
hard times of the
1930s in the U.S.
required typewriter dealers to struggle with
oten smaller, more sparse stores and a willingness to sell some models at smaller proit
margins. hese trends can be seen in this LC
Smith and Corona dealership in Columbia,
North Carolina in a photograph made on
August 8, 1939. In addition to several L.C.
Smith #8’s, there is one Corona Zephyr on
the right and a poster advertises it in the upper let wall. Because of recent sales or, more
likely, lack of demand so typical of the decade, there are no examples of the lagship
L.C. Smith Super Speed model that had been
introduced in 1937.
Boom times for typewriter dealers developed in the years following WWII. In the
United States, this
oten was seen in the
development of independent dealers—no
longer referred to as
“agents”—who were
“authorized” by the
manufacturer, a type
of franchise arrangement. In addition,
instead of the usual
rows of typewriter
models,
simpliied,
more
aesthetically
thought-out window
displays became com-

mon. An example of these trends can be seen
in this 1965 image of the Reese and Sewell
Oice Equipment Co., authorized dealer for
Remington Rand, in Springield, Ohio (at
240 N. Fountain Ave.). he un-cluttered new
window layout includes an oice electric and
manual oice typewriters and some adding
machines.
In Europe, as in the U.S., major stores continued to be used to expand markets. Here
we see the newly opened Olivetti oice in
Paris in 1967. Designed by Gae Aulenti, the
showroom includes a modernist theme to
frame the company’s high-styled industrial
designs for its typewriters and adding machines. he modernist theme is illuminated
by the large sculpture of a ground hornbill by
an unidentiied artist from the Senufo area
of northern Ivory Coast. Such art greatly inspired the founders of modernism in Paris at
the beginning of the 20th century, and the
sculpture thus becomes symbolically linked
to the work of Olivetti designers such as Ettore Sottsass, Hans von Klier, and Marcello
Nizzoli. 20
he etching and photographs presented
here ofer us what is otherwise not possible
now—the enjoyment of virtually hunting
for classic and vintage typewriters when they
were new. ±
0. A real photographic postcard from the Bert Kerschbaumer collection.
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Collector’s Corner .................................Silvano Donadoni

Our fun-loving member Silvano Donadoni lives in the town
of Castelferro, Italy. The multitalented Silvano is a photographer and a collage artist as well as a collector. His collection includes not only typewriters, but also antique check
writers (on which he has written a forthcoming book), mimeographs (invented by Edison in the late 1880s), and books
of photographs by Henri Cartier-Bresson. One favorite item
in Silvano’s collection—shown below with Myriam, our cover model—is a 1967 Olivetti Mercator accounting machine.
The machine multiplies electronically using iron core memory. The housing was designed for Olivetti by the famous
Ettore Sottsass, and his original drawings for the machine
were donated to the Pompidou Museum in Paris. ±
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Upcoming Meetings
June 11 at Thomas A. Russo’s Museum of Business
History and Technology, Wilmington, Delaware:
contact Mike Brown, 267-237-7407, typex1@aol.com.
July 2-3 at Richard Polt’s home, Cincinnati, Ohio:
polt@xavier.edu, 513-591-1226.

No. 84, April 2011
• Baby Sholes
• Restoring an Underwood 3 w/ decimal tabulator

Marketplace
For sale: Sholes & Glidden
#2564. Has a Perfected
4 carriage (S&G and
Perfected 4 were sold
concurrently and had
some of the same parts).
Wooden roller present.
No front panel. $15,000
+ shipping, or pick up.
Rich Cincotta, typewriter@writeme.com,
508-624-0760.
For sale: Sholes &
Glidden series A to
restore; HeliosKlimax, working;
Keaton, working. Juan Ramón
Gracia, Spain,
graciajuanramon@
yahoo.es.

March 2011
• New book on oice machine factories in Erfurt
April 2011
• Meetings focus on automatic TWs & 1911 machines
• Restoring a Presto portable
May-June 2011
• 10-yr. anniversary of Naunhof oice tech. museum
• Olympia-Plana with swastika and SS symbols
• Franz Meyer obituary

Vol. 23, no. 2, May 2011
• Hooven Automatic perforator on eBay
• 1900-01 letters by James B. Hammond
• Type-in at Snohomish, WA

No. 36, April 2011
• French patents for making type, inking ribbons, etc.
• Detailed user’s manual for Remington no. 10 & 11

No. 39, May 2011
• ANCMECA 18th general assembly, April 30
• Olivetti 101, Part II
• Giant Underwood
• New website: www.uiciodepoca.it

For sale: 25 typewriters and other antique machines:
• American 8
• Blick 5, 6, 7
• Chicago
• Columbia Bar-Lock
• Hammond folding
• Imperial downstroke portable
• Odell 2
• Oliver 5
• Remington 6, 10
• Royal Bar-Lock
• Smith Premier 2, 4
• Sun 2
• Wilcox & Gibbs sewing machine
• Gulhl & Harbeck pencil sharpener
… and more. Call for prices. Franc Konjicek, Rancho
Mirage, Cal. 760-324-9821.
For sale: Caligraph 3? w/ cover, wide-carriage latbed
Royal, Royal 10, Remington 16. Maria Soler, Spain,
maria@solerbags.com, 34 600801267.
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Letters
From the Lazarusonian advice about
attaching keys to murdered typewriters
in “Editor’s Notes” to the schizoid Adler
at the end, #93 is a terriic issue.
Don Sutherland’s posthumous cover
piece on the Hull serves as another fun
but sad reminder of the hunting tenacity, incredible luck, and great humor
that Don so thoroughly embodied and
that added so much to our enjoyment of
typewriters.
The other cover story is on the Baby
Sholes, which I irst saw at the OHA
about a decade ago, when I fell madly in
love with it. However, my examination
of it and my romantic response (I should
tell you—all in near darkness of an attic at the OHA) lacked the detailed information supplied by Uwe and Jürgen.
Of greatest interest are the authors’ detailed comparisons (with many helpful,
ine photographic illustrations) between
the Baby and the Sholes and Glidden,
and their well-supported conclusion that
this was a very early prototype. I am
looking forward to the results of their
further research. I should also mention
that it is just this kind of article that
makes ETCetera a true journal of record
for our present and future understanding.
Ed Neuert’s two small gems concerning
Oliver bear his usual stamp of thorough
research and imaginative selection of
great subjects. Through his writing, we
now can rightly suspect that Oliver has
been a greater part of America’s life than
any of us would have thought.
All of it, including the obituaries of Les
Owen and the “New On the Shelf” list,
greatly contribute to the building of a
typewriter collectors’ community of
sharers and learners, enhancing our ability to really enjoy all of this.
Peter Weil
Newark, Del.
Regarding the Baby Sholes: I was recently in
Milwaukee for a conference and stopped by
the public library, where I browsed through
a copy of LeRoy (Rocky) Jones’ Typewriters
Unlimited, a self-published book from the
late ’0s. He pictures the Baby Sholes and describes it as the prototype that convinced Remington to build the Type Writer. This last part
is probably wrong, but Rocky seems to have
been right that it is a prototype! —Ed.
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New on the Shelf
Lynda Beckler: National 3
Lars Borrmann: Emerson, Globe (American
index), Yost 4
Thomas Fürtig: Dactylette 1, Hammond 3
universal, Jewett 10, Salter 9, Yost 6
Adam Golder: Smith Premier 2
Juan Ramón Gracia: Anderson shorthand,
UK Fitch #3502, Granville Automatic
#5656, Ingersoll #444, Malling-Hansen
#137, Polygraph #6879, Sampo #664,
Universal Simplex (1884) — see them at
typewriterhousecollector.com
Martin Howard: McLoughlin (1884) – see it
at antiquetypewriters.com
Daniel Koepke: Olympia SM3
Flavio Mantelli: Cash Typograph, Trebla
John Payton: Junior 58, R.C. Allen Musicwriter

Richard Polt: script R.C. Allen VisOmatic,
aluminum Blick 8, Cavalier Speedwriter
(Consul 221), Demountable 2, Empire
Aristocrat, red Everest 90, Moya 1,
Royal HH, Standard Folding #11595,
Torpedo 18, Woodstock Electrite
Herman Price: blue Barr Universal, red
Everest 90, maroon Remington Deluxe
Noiseless, 1940 Smith Corona Rodeo
knife (advertising premium), Wellington
3, Williams 1 shipping crate
Marty Rice: Oliver 2 w/ closed “O,” Oliver 2
with open “O” & baseboard & case
Alan Seaver: Groma N, IBM 01, Olympia
Progress, Reliance Visible
Frans van de Rivière: Etoile (Hermes)
#51017, Gold (Nakajima), 2 Halbergs,
Imperial, Belgian Kappel #323555,
2 1940s Royal Quiet DeLuxes
Peter Weil: Yost stand, ca. 1890, base only
Reinmar Wochinz: McCool

This back issue of
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The Early Typewriter Collectors’ Association

The mission of the Early Typewriter Collectors’ Association is to support
communication and interaction within the community of typewriter lovers
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that mission by gathering and sharing knowledge about typewriter history
with the community and beyond.
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